Vacancy setting up English classes and Teacher training

Kawa Training Center (KTC) is a fully certified and licensed vocational training center which trains unemployed Zanzibari as tour guides. The NGO was founded in 2010 by a number of Zanzibari and Dutch experts in tourism and education. It became operative in 2011.

KTC was founded to bridge the gap between huge unemployment on Zanzibar (about 80%) on the one hand and the struggle of the tourism industry to find well-trained, English speaking staff on the other. Our courses are developed to cater for the needs of the tourism industry and to improve the changes of Zanzibari youth to find work in the tourism sector.

We are looking for someone who is a qualified or near-qualified English teacher to support our team of Zanzibari teachers with setting up our English Language classes and develop and teach a course equivalent to teaching English as a foreign language (TEFL) as well as taking English level tests. The individual volunteers will usually come for a period of three months each with an overlap of two weeks between two volunteers. Shorter placements might be possible.

What we offer

- Living and working on a fantastic island off the coast of Tanzania
- A challenging and rewarding job
- Job experience in challenging surroundings
- Enthusiastic colleagues
- Taking part in field trips organized for the students, when possible
- Help with finding accommodation and getting the necessary permits

What we ask

- Qualified or near-qualified English teacher
- Teacher trainer and coaching experience
- Available for a minimum of 3 months
- You are flexible and adjust easily to changing circumstances
- You like to work and gain experience in teaching, writing teaching material, developing curricula and day-to-day management
- You are adventurous and resourceful, and willing to work under sometimes demanding circumstances, in a small, enthusiastic team of foreign and Zanzibari professionals on an exotic island where the sun always shines, even when it rains
What you pay yourself

- Your return flight to Zanzibar
- Tourist visa ($50) + Temporary work permit ($200) for a stay of 3 months
- Living expenses (about $500 a month)
- Accommodation (about $200 per month)

For further details, please contact:

In Zanzibar
Suzanne Degeling
+255779065511
info@kawatrails.com

In Bonn
Dr. Susanne Mohr
+49-228-73-7593
susanne.mohr@uni-bonn.de